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MySQL Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	MySQL is the most popular open-source database and is also known for its easy set up feature. However, proper configuration beyond the default settings still is a challenge, along with some other day-to-day maintenance tasks such as backing up and restoring, performance tuning, and server monitoring. These tasks have not been covered...
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Fast and Efficient Context-Aware Services (Wiley Series on Communications Networking & Distributed Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Fast and Efficient Context-Aware Services gives a thorough explanation of the state-of-the-art in Context-Aware-Services (CAS).  The authors describe all major terms and components of CAS, defining context and discussing the requirements of context-aware applications and their use in 3rd generation services. The text covers...
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Java Concurrency in PracticeAddison Wesley, 2006

	"Java Concurrency in Practice is an invaluable compilation of threading know-how for Java developers. I found reading this book intellectually exciting, in part because it is an excellent introduction to Java's concurrency API, but mostly because it captures in a thorough and accessible way expert knowledge...
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Modern German Grammar: A Practical Guide (Modern Grammars)Routledge, 2003


	Modern German Grammar. A Practical Guide is an innovative reference grammar designed

	to be used with modern approaches to teaching and learning German as a foreign

	language. The book addresses learners’ practical needs by combining a detailed

	description of the grammatical structures of German with a ‘functional’...
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Healthcare Information Privacy and Security: Regulatory Compliance and Data Security in the Age of Electronic Health RecordsApress, 2014

	Healthcare IT is the growth industry right now, and the need for guidance in regard to privacy and security is huge. Why? With new federal incentives and penalties tied to the HITECH Act, HIPAA, and the implementation of Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems, medical practices and healthcare systems are implementing new software at breakneck...
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Beyond Dealmaking: Five Steps to Negotiating Profitable RelationshipsJossey-Bass, 2010

	Praise for Beyond Dealmaking


	"Every potential rainmaker and savvy competitor needs Melanie Billings-Yun's GRASP method for negotiation. You'll never have to search for leads again. I highly recommend this book."

	—Jeffrey J. Fox, author, How to Be a Rainmaker, Rain, and How to Be a Fierce...
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The Routledge Handbook of Urban Resilience (Routledge International Handbooks)Routledge, 2019

	
		This volume provides a comprehensive discussion and overview of urban resilience, including socio-ecological and economic hazard and disaster resilience. It provides a summary of state of the art thinking on resilience, the different approaches, tools and methodologies for understanding the subject in urban contexts, and brings...
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AutoCAD Workbook for Architects and EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This practical step-by-step guide - designed for use at your computer - gives clear, compact instructions and self-test exercises to help you learn 2-D drawing using AutoCAD. The text is written for use on all AutoCAD releases from 2000 to 2008. 

Computer-aided drawing is a skill that every student in architecture, engineering, the trades...
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Fire Safety Engineering, Second Edition: Design of StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
.Design methods based on the fire sections of the new Structural Eurocodes

.Worked calculations and examples clearly illustrate the effect of temperature rise and structural performance of structural elements

.Essential reading for Structural Engineers, Building Designers, Architects, Fire Engineers and Building Control...
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Applied C++: Practical Techniques for Building Better SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2003
"I really like the software engineering advice given here. As  the chief engineer/architect for a large development group, I can say with  certainty that the advice given in this book about how real-world projects must  work is right on the mark."
-Steve Vinoski, coauthor of Advanced CORBA  Programming with C++,...
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Basic Concepts in Computational PhysicsSpringer, 2013

	With the development of ever more powerful computers a new branch of physics and engineering evolved over the last few decades: Computer Simulation or Computational Physics. It serves two main purposes:


	- Solution of complex mathematical problems such as, differential equations, minimization/optimization, or high-dimensional...
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Software Agent-Based Applications, Platforms and Development Kits (Whitestein Series in Software Agent Technologies)Birkhauser, 2005
This book introduces major agent platforms, frameworks, systems, tools, and applications. Each system is described by their developers in sufficient detail so that the reader can get a good understanding of the architecture, functionality, and application areas of the system. All systems are running systems. One main focus of the book lies on agent...
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